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Good luck-  
you’ll need it!

Least that was the advice 
given when people said 
we were looking to  
produce a free music 
magazine to champion the 
fantastic talent we   

  have from this town. By the last page you    
 will see just how great the town’s bands, 
artists and events are, and how proud I 
am to be bringing you this magazine.

It is harder than ever to reach readers  
on social media but I personally love  
having something physical to hold. 

I really hope you love what we have  
created and are very proud to put 
together this issue. Thank you to 
everything who supports local music 
wherever you are. There is so much  
happening in this town. Read on to  
discover more and you may just 
find your next favourite band.

Lee Harman, Editor 
WArringtonMusic@gmail.com
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Friday 16th March 2018 
saw a capacity crowd  
file into the iconic Parr Hall  
venue for a night of local  
artists from Warrington.   
 Headlining the night were 
Butonwood’s own Slydigs. 
The four piece were well 
known for a foot stomping 
live performance. There was 
no doubting that when they 
were hand picked to tour 
across the world with  
legendary band, The Who.

 Slydigs were the first band 
to headline a showcase 
event for [WAM] back in 
2012 so it was only right to 
go full circle.

 Joining them on the night 
was psychadelic rock band 
Psyblings , Newton-Le-  
Willows Indie stars The K’s 
and The Winachi Tribe, who 
had only just stepped off the 
plane a few days before after 
completing their first tour of 
West Coast, USA. More on 
that later on in the magazine.

 We also took the incredibly 
risky decision to film and  
broadcast the show live on 
Facebook, giving  
opportunities  to students 
from Priestley College to get  
involved in the production.

SLYDIGS
Parr Hall, 16/03/18

The band’s set at the sold out 
venue went out live and was 

viewed over 50,000 times

1ST [WAM] FESTVAL
TAKES PLACE THIS MARCH
- Watch it all live & online!
Announced in November, the 
festival sees six shows over six 
days broadcast live online and 
features some of the best local 
artists
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 It provided to be hugely  
successful, with over 50,000 
views on the night, allowing 
family members and friends 
of those performing to 
watch in real time and  
share in the experience  
with others.

 So as we looked to the next 
[WAM] Event- It had to be 
a long awaited return to the 
Bus Interchange in May for 
a free live music event! 
 After that, it was a little 
more complicated. The  
option was there to return to 
the venue but with  
technology moving fast, it’s 
an exciting time which sees 
anyone with their phone  
have the power to live 
stream what they enjoy. 

 So, the website that has  
brought you Acoustic  
Sessions, Interviews,  
Compilation albums, now 
wishes you to sit back and 
relax as we continue to 
bring you some of the finest 
bands around, live and in 
your living room.

 End of the day however we 
know that live music, in  
person can never be beaten 
so we have tried to keep tic-
ket prices as low as we can. 
Keep it local, keep it live  
- Lee Harman

Photos top to bottom:  Scratch at Warrington Bus  
Interchange, In Conversation with Roughneck Riot,
Acoustic Sessions at Chilli Inc Studios and  
live music at The Auction Rooms.

Main photo: David Gillespie
Inset picture far left: Radka Dolinska

[WAM] In Numbers
9000 free downloads through the [WAM] 

Bandcamp page on over 9 different releases. 
 

Over 400 videos produced with cumulative views 
of over 300k views on Youtube and Facebook.

158 tracks (82 different artists) played on #Unsigned 
with Wire FM between April 2017 - September 2018

    
50,000+ watched our #5YearsOfWAM Event, we 

hope to reach 200,000 this March.

THIS IS [WAM]

https://warringtonmusic.co.uk/2018/06/03/videos-from-3rd-saturday-acoustic-sessions-now-live/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dB60HK2oCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0utfdo03DzY


WArringtonMusic.co.uk

http://www.tuffgong.org.uk/
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Much has changed since the debut album for Man & The Echo
was released in 2016 on 1965 Records. The 11 tracks condensed  
Modern Britain through a prism of wry observations, humour and often a 
not so subtle barb at those responsible for its faults. 

 With Brexit fast approaching and a TV 
star in the White House, we asked singer 
and guitarist Gaz Roberts what sort of 
impact this had made on the  
forthcoming album:

“It’s certainly not a collection of protest 
songs or a call to arms. I don’t have the 
answers, I can just see the mess, so  
[the album] is about that and the people 
who got us into it.”
 
After a headlining appearance at the Parr 
Hall (“gorgeous venue”) for Independent 
Music Week in March 2018, the band 
have been busy recording an album with 
support from Arts Council England. 

With final mixing sessions completed 
before Christmas, it has been a  
challenging time for the band but has  
enabled the four-piece to exert full 
control on the process, “lots of waiting 
around, sending in funding applications 
one after the other, “It has taken a long 
time, I think it’s going to be worth the 
wait.”

Reflecting on the past two years since the 
album was released and going on to play 
across the UK, they emerge with new 

management and are extremely happy to 
get back out on the road.

A tour supporting ‘She Drew The Gun’ 
in February/March sets themselves up 
nicely for a tour finale in Warrington for 
[WAM] Festival and will be a nice return 
to the venue for members of the band 
who used to put on nights there.  
“I miss DJ’ing [at WA1] sometimes, or 
rather, I miss putting a compilation on 
and playing pool for 4 hours”.

Every new album cycle needs new 
promo shots and the band turned to 
Michael Kirkham of ‘Urban Goals’ on 
Twitter. Bassist Joe Forshaw (known as 
‘Fush’) say they’ve been a fan of his for a 
while and feel it was inkeeping with the 
theme of the album.

What should be expect from their live 
shows in 2019 then? “New songs and 
possibly a raffle”. 

In these uncertain times, we may need 
Man & The Echo more than ever.
- Lee Harman

Man & The Echo headline [WAM] Festival 
on Saturday 9th March.

Man & The Echo
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Having played in front of 800 hometown fans in November, one of the 
north west’s most hotly-tipped bands and Liverpool “biggest secret”, 
The Tea Street Band are set to play an intimate show in Warrington.

With an euphoric rush of sound mixing 
balearic dance beats with the  
unmistakeable Liverpool indie sound, 
They are like nothing you’ve heard 
before. The Coral meets New Order 
perhaps? But even that doesn’t do quartet 
justice, to do that, you need to go back to 
2002...

Originally forming as The Maybes? 
Liverpool went crazy for the band with 
their name notorious for being tagged on 
walls throughout Anfield and  
Kensington, and in the proper rock & 
roll style, burned out before their  
potential was fulfilled. A minor reshuffle 
of the decks and a deeper exploration 
of an electronic sound, saw the debut 
album for The Tea Street Band come out 
in 2014 gaining support from  
tastemakers such as Huw Stephens, John 
Kennedy, Clint Boon, and Rob Da Bank, 
and saw the mersey rockers travel as far 
as Australia and South Korea on  
promotional duties. They would go on 

to play main stages at a host of British 
Festivals including V Festival, Reading 
+ Leeds, Latitude and Kendal Calling 
and tour alongside The Charlatans.

Recorded over a year in Liverpool’s 
fabled Parr Street Studios with Chris 
Taylor (Ian Brown, Millburn),  
‘Frequency’ is the 2nd album for the 
cult band and sees a a big leap forward 
for The Tea Street Band. Speaking 
to Sound City Festival Director and 
Bassist Nick Otaegui, it seemed to be an 
easy choice to record in their home city.

“At this stage of our lives its hard to get 
the time away, jobs, families, mortages 
etc have to come first. So the fact that 
we have word class recording studios 
with amazing producers, constantly 
making amazing records, makes it a 
no-brainer. We’ve recorded different bits 
in Parr Street for nearly 20 years and 
we’ve been friends with Chris for near 
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enough the same. It was a natural process and I 
think the results speak for themselves”.

The writing process was different than the first 
album, says frontman Timo Tierney. “We wrote it 
together, with all of us having a massive input on 
each song, the title and the artwork. It’s all  
of ours. We have all pushed each other musically 
and that can be heard on songs like ‘Sacré-Coeur’ 
and ‘Marseille Blues.’”

Like any great second album, ‘Frequency’ is the 
sound of a band who have found their sound 
whilst constantly pushing for more. 
They held their album launch at Liverpool’s  
‘District’ venue, which saw almost 800 fans in 
attendance over two nights in November  
“Liverpool is always a crazy gig for us, the crowd 
are always up for it like nowhere else. Everything 
came together. The music, the crowd, the lights 
show, the vibe in the venue. Next level gear.”

After playing together for the best part of 20 
years together across different projects, [WAM] 
asked Nick how hard it was to keep the thirst  
going and ensure they they do not lose any  
motivation: We’re feeling fresh and as tight as 
we have been in over 15 years. We encourage 
and inspire each other, to carry on, to finish a 
song, buzz off each others riffs. Then the obvious, 
family, friends the city we live in. We’re blessed 
with an abundance of good vibes around us. Plus 
I think at this stage, life has thrown a lot at you. 
So we’ve got a lot of personal experiences to draw 
upon and write about.”

Prior to the first album coming out, Tea Street 
had previously played Friars Court, personally 
invited by Clint Boon but other than that, the 
four-piece will be performing in a town with a 
new music scene to experience and embrace  
“No expectations. Just get down and lets get it on, 
together!”

Frequency could be their opportunity to go from 
‘Liverpool’s best kept secret’ to players in the 
national indie scene, and ask that you join us at 
[WAM] Festival to see for yourself.

The brand new Album ‘Frequency’ is 
out now on Modern Sky Records.
Find the band at The Auction Rooms 
on Friday 15th March

[WAM] Festival 
Lineup 

Saturday 9th
Man and the Echo

The Bid
& special guests

Friday 15th
The Tea Street Band

The Ambersons
Fez

Thursday 21st
Serratone 

Guerilla Skyz
The Lotts

Friday 22nd
Kula Bay

Olly Thornton & The Shirts
The Capitals

 
Saturday 23rd   

The Winachi Tribe
Filthy Tricks

& special guests

All shows 
Doors 7pm // 16+

Tickets available via  
WArringtonMusic.co.uk/live

Look out for the final night 
to be announced in 2019!

THE TEA STREET BAND
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OLD TOWN HOUSE

With 11 years experience working 
at Pyramid & Parr Hall, Jen Burgess 
signed the contract to bring the Old 
Town House on Buttermarket Street 
back to life. 

 Doors were opened whilst juggling things 
around her day job alongside business  
partner, Cait (of much celebrated  
Roughneck Riot), and a 
whole host of friends and 
family who have given 
their time to get the doors 
open.

 Almost two years later, Jen 
alongside husband Garreth 
continue to fly the flag 
for live music in the town, 
proving not to just be a 
home for the couple  
(literally), but for the those who come in 
through the door and leave as friends.
 
  Jen tells us: “There’s certainly times when it’s 

not ideal-living over the bar,  
especially If you want to have  

a quiet night in for 
example!” 

 
 

What was set up based on a passion for live 
music and love of the DIY Scene, is now a 
beautiful space for musicians, be they local  
or national or even international!
 
 Determination to make a place for  
like-minded people to come together,  
Old Town House was reopened in Mid June 
2017 after a number of failed attempts to  

sustain the venue 
with name changes 
and a number of  
different landlords 
over the years.

 Like the punk scene 
OTH rose from, the 
local community  
got involved to  
bring the venture to 

live after contracts were signed on April 1st. 
The key aim, to make their new  
venture a “Safe Place for everyone”, inclusive  
of all kinds of music and tastes. Whilst the 
venue is keen to involve all genres of music,  
it is very much punk, Ska and rock which 
takes up the calendar. It is these nights  
which have not only helped local bands get  
an opportunity on the touring scene, but 
brought international artists to Warrington. 

Many of the live events are free entry.

https://www.facebook.com/oldtownhousewarrington/
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OLD TOWN HOUSE
 Those who wish to show their gratitude have 
the opportunity buy band merchandise or to 
put money into a tin pot on the bar which helps 
to offset costs.

 Highlights for Jen often comes when they play 

host to big names 
on the circuit and this includes Russian  
anti-fascism Rap and hardcore-punk band 
‘Moscow Death Brigade’ who share many of 
the same ideals with the events bar. 
Not only was it a sell out, but there was many 
new faces in the crowd. 

 AgendA, an LGBT group has also found a 
home here, having put on a number of highly 
popular events. Reiterating that an inclusive safe 
place is important for everyone can be found on 
a sign behind the bar;  ‘Don’t be a Dick’.
 “We won’t accept anybodies prejudices” - Jen 

 Whilst we talk, it is clear that the venue is 
turning newcomers into regulars and regulars 
into friends. However the core members of 
OTH continue to not take a wage as they 
have since day one, and it has been a struggle 
to keep afloat in what is an incredibly tough 
economic climate which sees around 18 pubs 
close each week across the UK. 

 This led to the owners putting out a crowd 
funder in July 2018, to help raise money to 
keep the venue open. “There was a few who 
thought we shouldn’t be going about things 
the way we were, as far as we’re concerned, 
we’re a community space, trying to do  
something as unconventional as we are-  
and it was incredibly to see how much  
people wanted to help a DIY venue, be that 
with their time, their money or their ideas”. 

 As well as live music, the pub offers board 
game nights, quiz nights as well as a food 
menu where everything on the menu can  
be made for vegetarian/ vegan diets (all  
vegan “meats” are homemade).

 Looking forward to 2019, Jen is focusing on 
“getting better” at everything including  
marketing, and embracing the opportunity 
to to learn every day and ensure a  
sustainability on its own.  
Looking back on her time running the Old 
Town House, she is proud however to know 
that “the venue has always been ran the way 
they wanted to do so and they have never  
compromised on their visions which makes 
the space unique.

They gave us the chance to be on stage and it 
opened opportunities for us.
- Liam Fraser, Hollow Vandals

It’s become a rallying point for the resurgence 
of the Town’s music scene. most importantly  
it’s a place I call home. 
- Kyle Richardson-Nickle, Passionflower

It epitomises what a live music venue is all 
about. They really have put Warrington on the 
map  - Mark Hodgkins, TicNoToc 

Find opening times and events through the 
website now, oldtownhouse.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/oldtownhousewarrington/
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Joe Hatton
Singer-Songwriter Joe is a well 
known face across the town and 
with brand new band The Bid, 
is set to tour the country in 2019. 
So what tips does he have to  
success having done it all?
 
Find a solid line up
I’m lucky to have my wife Lindsay in  
The Bid, but it is really important to have 
members that you can click with, and are 
committed to the band. This is your  
(and their) career after all.
 
Make the most of studio time
Booking studio time is expensive, so make 
sure the tracks are well rehearsed. Don’t let 
your ego get in the way and be open to any 
advice from the producers. BUT- if there is 
anything you don’t like, stick to your guns, 
once it’s done it cannot be changed. 

Get your music online
We use CDBaby as it’s a one off payment 
to get music online, and they look after 
everything. Nowadays you can submit 
your tracks directly to playlist curators 
through Spotify artists. End of day, if 
you have no music people can listen to, 
they’ll never be able to hear you.

Book your own shows
It’s harder to get venues to want your 
own original material than covers. The 
Unsigned guide was a massive thing for 
me, saving so much time scouting through 
venue websites/ promoters/ blogs. Make 
sure it’s not a generic email, as this will be 
noticed (especially if you CC everybody!)

Look good
Doesn’t just mean wear the right clothes, 
but it’s about making sure your socials are 
up to date, with a good quality logo, good 
photos and live video. These can be used on 
your website. Ours website and Electronic 
Press Kit (EPK) is powered by Bandzoogle. 

Keep Learning
Performing covers is my bread and butter 
but every days a school day when it comes 
to original stuff. I ask friends, read a lot 
of blogs and listen to podcasts. 

Make positive connections
Doesn’t matter if you’re playing to 10 
people or 200, those people may really dig 
what you do and buy a shirt or pass your 
name on. It’s all about the kind of person 
you want to be. Get used to talking to  
people, I carry bunch of download cards 
in my wallet for anyone who is interested! 

Treat it like a real job
Instead of getting a promotion you may  
be able to charge more for performing  
or play to bigger audiences. Important to 
find the right price for yourself too as  
it’s a expensive career/hobby to pursue. 
 
Head to Page 36 to hear what we think of 
‘Don’t Wait’, the debut single by The Bid 
and head to WArringtonMusic.co.uk to 
read more advice.



“A” RATED WINDOWS, WITH AN
“A” RATED SERVICE

10 YEAR INSURANCE GUARANTEE

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLDS IN
GREY/BLACK/WHITE

FITTED FROM £2250

https://www.sterlingpvcu.co.uk/
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THE WINACHI TRIBE

the tribe go stateside
For many bands, stepping up 
on the Parr Hall stage in front 
of hundreds of home town 
fans mere days after coming 
back from a two week leg on 
the West Coast, USA would 
be a highlight of the year. But 
for The Winachi Tribe, it would 
be only the start of a year which 
would see them return to the USA 
for a second time which included a 
performance with The Charlatans, 
a full UK tour and their last single  
‘Transition’, being submitted as 
an official entry to the Grammy 
Awards.
  
Swapping downtown LA  
(Latchford) to L.A. California took 
a year of planning and was the next 
step of a process which previously 
saw band leaders Antony  
Egerton and Liam Croker head to 
the states to film the music video 

for ‘Room With A Zoo’ with Sons 
Of Anarchy star, Tommy Flanagan. 
“Our manager Harry drove us 
through Malibu to Tommy’s House 
which was proper Kardashian 
stuff and we ended up miles up a 
mountain, which was all part of his 
Garden” Liam Says.
   

Officially formed in 2015, The 
Winachi Tribe was an evolution of 
previous identity, formerly known 
as China White. Joining the group 
ahead of the America tour would 
be guitarist, Mike Bee, well known 
amongst the Warrington music 
scene, making his debut on  
Hollywood Blvd with the likes of 
Paul Ryder (Happy Mondays) in 
attendance. “I like to say that  
China White were from a golden 
era of the Warrington music scene. 
The likes of Dropscience, Exile  
Parade and Mike’s Band The 66 

have all split up, whereas likes of 
us and Slydigs have had to do our 
own things.  We’ve had to shake off 
the town and spread our wings.
Mike’s fitted in well as he’s as mad 
as we are!”
   

Further highlights would include 
being part of Behringer’s first artist 
showcase which saw four tracks 
performed and streamed across the 
world from California. A stateside 
return in September, saw a bigger 
bus, apartment, and more gear 
provided by the audio equipment 
company as well as another visit 
to the Music Tribe studios. It’s not 
lost on the band that they are able 
to get themselves into places that 
other bands just don’t get into, and 
have the opportunities to tour/  
collaborate with some of their  
heroes including Melle Mel and 
the Furious Five, Scoprio as well as 
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THE WINACHI TRIBE

TOP 5’S 
- ALBUMS

LIAM CROKER
VOCALS 

There’s A Riot Goin’ On  
 (Sly and the Family Stone) 

Pre Millennium Tension
 (Tricky)

Check Your Head
 (Beastie Boys) 

Blue Lines 
 (Massive Attack)
 
 Bummed
 (Happy Mondays)

ANTONY EGERTON
KEYS/ PROGRAMMING

Efil4zaggin 
 (NWA)
 
Homework
 (Daft Punk)

Street Songs
 (Rick James)

The Queen Is Dead 
 (The Smith)

Mezzanine
 (Massive Attack)

The Winachi Tribe at Warrington Music Festival, May 2018 - Paul Williamson

long term fan Rowetta, who the band 
played recently with as special guests 
of Soul 2 Soul at Preston Guild Hall.
We laughed as Anthony told us one 
of his first music memories is  
picking up his mother’s ‘White Lines’ 
record and thinking the Sugarhill 
Gang logo looked like a worm. 
Whereas Liam after being  
introduced at a young age by his dad 
to rock music such as Led Zeppelin 

and Jimi Hendrix (“They all had 
soul”) progressed into hip hop which 
would soon would take over his life, 
often checking out the influences of 
his favourite artists to learn more. 

Hometown fans have been spoilt 
recently with Winachi not only 
playing at the Parr Hall as part of 
our #5YearsOfWAM event but also 
the annual Music Festival just before 
Fun Lovin’ Criminals in May. It was 
an event which kicked off a series of 
summer shows across the UK.  

Liam says: “It felt good to be  
playing Warrington and was the 
right time to come back, after a 
number of years where the  
opportunities weren’t there. I felt we 
came back with our heads held high 
and people were proud of us. We’ve 
always felt like the underdogs”.

The band have big plans for their 
[WAM] Festival headline set  
hoping to make it the launch show 
for ‘Funky But Chic’, a track  
recorded with John X (The Rolling 
Stones) in Venice Beach which will 
be the band’s first single released 
in 2019.  “We’d like to have the 
single release there [The Auction 
Rooms]. We’re buzzing for this 

gig and we’ve done release shows in 
Manchester... America, but will be 
nice to go full circle and will be quite 
poignant to go back to where it all 
started.

“All the work we have put in has 
come together in 2018, next year we 
just want more of the same, but  
bigger, we’ll keep going until the 
wheels fall off, or one of us dies.”

- Lee Harman 
 
Find The Winachi Tribe headline 
[WAM] Festival on Saturday 
23rd March
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THOUGHTUNE

In a town where most musicians are inspired by guitar based bands 
and song-writers, a group of musician have united to create a positive 
environment for fans of Hip Hop.
Warrington isn’t really known for its rap & 
hip hop scene, There are many rappers that 
come from the town but none really have 
been established or commonly accepted due 
to the style and genre being different to the 
Indie, Heavy metal and other rock music  
alternatives that Warrington has been
known for in the past and present day.

Hip hop promoters have greater issues 
when it comes to running shows due to the 
stereotypical rapper encouraging violence, 
drugs and weapons etc.  
Unfortunately many venues who would 
cater for the Hip hop/Rnb music scene no 
longer stand, from Club Wired and the 
recently closed 53 degrees.

Thoughtune made up of myself, EvilA 32, 
Robotic 32, and Leo Tribe 20, sing from 
a different hymn sheet to the average rap 
performer as everything that they craft is  
from scratch and all is performed on  
instruments and written by the artists  
themselves with no covers or previously 
heard instrumentals.

We’ve also worked with various artists from 
Warrington in all genres from the  
acoustic singer song-writer Kerry Sheree to 
the vocalist, guitarist and a long time  
member of the indie rock band  
The Sessions, Dave Smythe. We’ve also 
worked with rapper Oats, 26 who features 
on some of Thoughtune’s tracks. 

On a more positive note there are a many 
artists from all over the north west who 
spread a message of positivity and good vibes 
such as Shingo, AmeB, Reckless Anxiety and 
Verbal Remedies from Runcorn. 

Due to this fact people are slowly  
becoming more open to the genre and  
beginning to form a greater understanding 
to what the music is truly about and the 
poetry that it holds within it.

The Warrington Music Festival over the 
years has given opportunities to some artists 
in the past which has created more diversity 
and helped the artists to gain the experience 
and also participate and perform along side a 
collective of great musicians and our peers.

Warrington has many great artists and to 
see two polar opposites come together and 
become one on certain projects is a great  
insight as to what can be achieved in the 
future of the town’s music scene.

So can hip hop a once tarnished genre be  
accepted by the community? It is yet to be 
seen but from what I have viewed there is  
definitely a possibility, After all if the  
message being expressed is the same or only 
marginally different, then we could see a lot 
more collaborations in the future.

-  David ‘EvilA’ Mcfadden
Head to facebook.com/thoughtune to find out 
more about the label’s releases & events.
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Known as a solo artist for many years, Kye Jones has launched  
his brand new project, Guerilla Skyz with housemate   
Leon Walters. But what inspires him? Well we asked.

Identity
I always thought about how I want to be identified. There’s a certain duality to being a musician, 
having my own name against the music. I want songs to be meaningful and make an impact. 

Politics
Recently I’ve focused more on the suffering of people. ‘Brexit’ was an eye opener and  
instead of people coming together and dealing with it, there’s more of a divide than ever.  
People need to get riled up because the way we’re going, it’s not healthy. 

Relationships
I’ve always been ruled by frustrations with myself as a hopeless 
romantic. A new song ‘Hide & Seek’ is less about individuals but 
figuring out why I’ve been so awful in relationships in the  
past and owning up to insecurities. 

Leon/ Band Mate/ House Mate
Since working together, he has pushed me   
creatively and reignited the buzz inside me.  
Incredibly diverse, he’s opened up opportunities  
in the songs we can perform. Also he’s such a great guy. 

Family
My family has always been incredibly important to me and tend to  
avoid writing about them as they’re my safe place. I wrote the ‘Mother’  
a special song for a friend. I wrote the song to bring peace to others.

Religion
When I was young, I hated religion but when I was learning  
Martial Arts and learning about Taoism, it really opened me up
 to the importance of Faith in the individual.  

Hope
I find young people don’t believe there’s any for  
themselves anymore and it saddens me. I often put  
myself in awkward positions to help others. It can  
feel like every-time people push forward, there’s a clamp  
around our ankles. But everyday I’m hopeful to try be better.

Guerilla Skyz play with Serratone at [WAM] Festival on Thursday 21st March
Read the full feature now at WArringtonMusic.co.uk

KYE JONES
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Few could lay claim to so many poignant  
moments, so personally and musically linked 
to a venue but for Liam Rimmer, singer in 
Filthy Tricks, The Auction Rooms holds some 
of his very best, and worse memories.

 Osale Rooms as the Legh Street venue was known  
as in 2012, hosted a memorial show for Liam’s  
brother, Daniel, who as an immensely loved and 
talented singer of The 66, and White Vinyl amongst 
others had passed away only a few months prior. 
 
 Stepping in to perform his brother’s tracks,the  
night was high on emotion and energy. “It was 
cracking, but horrible at the same time, [but] to  
be up there was an honour. Even if it didn’t feel  
it was right to be up there.” Liam says.

 It was however, enough to impress guirarist and 
song-writer, Gerard Van Den Hoek who was  
mesmerised by the performance from the crowd  
and immediately set about introducing himself 
and via a Black Rebel Motorcycle show, the two 
would go on to form rock & roll band, Filthy Tricks. 

 The band was managing to build up a fanbase in 
Warrington and Newton-Le-Willows when they 
were booked to headline at The Auction Rooms in 
2017. A camera crew was covering the night and  
the packed out show should have seen the band  
take things to the next level. Only then, did the  
band implode. Members went their separate ways. 

Gerard would go travelling but soon, the band  
called to the pair of them, going on to reform with 
a new line up in 2018 who bring their own qualities 
to the table and a sense of “Brotherhood”. Back was 
the drive. With the quartet invited as special guests 
to perform with The Winachi Tribe, Liam in his  
own words sees he has returned each time to the  
venue, a better performer and it is “a testament to  
the people I’ve got around me that want to see 
do well, I couldn’t have done it without them”.

 Could it have been the end for band after that  
show? Liam thought it may have, but it is clear to  
see how important family is to the pair. As for  
Daniel, Liam feels there is a piece of him from that 
fateful in 2012 that never left him. Returning to the 
venue he feels very linked to, it will be a night to  
see how far they have come, but it is sure to not be 
the last milestone for Filthy Tricks. - Lee Harman

Filthy Tricks play The Auction Rooms on  
Saturday 23rd March.
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“we’re just getting going” - OLI

Kula Bay have been a band since June 2017 and their time together 
so far has been a bit of a whirlwind experience. In his own words  
we asked drummer, Oli Thomas to take us through their time together.

I had known David (Hindle, Vocals & Guitar) 
through high school and college and after 
both coming out of previous bands at similar 
times for similar reasons we decided we 
should start doing a bit of writing together. 
After a few weeks David brought the rest of 
the band together, from people he had known 
were looking for a band. We first properly met 
in a practise room in Woolston.

I remember getting home and messaging 
David about how excited I was at the prospect 
of this new band and the potential it had to be 
something special. We spent a long time  
trying to choose a name. We wanted  
something that would match the vibe we were 
going for in our music, something summery, 
upbeat, catchy and not been used before.

  
We then started gigging in and around  
Manchester and since our first gig in  
September 2017 at the Deaf Institute, only  
‘7 Hours’ has withstood the 18 months, 

The fact that our debut single had been  
played on BBC introducing Manchester & 
Liverpool was a huge turning point for us, 
and have been lucky enough to do live  
sessions and interviews with them since.

Personal highlights so far for me have been 
our 1st headline gig at Academy 3 which 
really put our name out there. 

Also hosting a show at The Lounge in our 
hometime of Warrington. It was a great time 
to put on a show to thank people for the  
support before heading back to university.

We’re currently working on a body of work 
that we hope to be releasing in early 2019, 
these songs are new and fresh and show a 
different side of the band that hasn’t really 
been seen before. We’re going to keep gigging 
as much as possible and try to work our way 
into more cities around the UK.

Balancing the band with our personal lives, 
has been a challenge with us all being at  
university. This year we’ve had to be a bit  
more selective with which gigs we can take 
with us having to travel a decent way.  
We have learnt a lot about the industry, we 
just have to be consistently putting on a  
good show and making sure our songs  
and sets are to the best standard possible. 

When it comes to the writing David is  
constantly writing and the songs he  
produces in my opinion are just amazing, 

From starting completely fresh and the band 
meeting almost as strangers to where we are 
today 18 months later is a massive  
achievement for all of us.

Find Kula Bay at [WAM] Festival on Friday  
22nd March at The Auction Rooms.
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RIVFEST

RIVFEST celebrated its 3rd year  
in 2018, having moved from the  
original Priestley College site to a 
multi town centre venue format.  
 
The Festival celebrating emerging artists was 
run by the River Reeves Foundation (RRF) 
to raise money and awareness of the ‘Future 
In Mind’ Bus project, which is looking to 
provide mental health support  
in local schools.

Also different in the 3rd year was that the 
Festival would take place over two days, 
with The Lottery Winners (Warner  
Brothers) from Leigh and Brighton’s Fickle 
Friends headlining the Parr Hall stage on 
the Friday and Saturday respectively.

Opened to wristband holders on the  
Saturday were local venues Friars Court, 
The Lounge, The Auction Rooms, Old Town 
House plus many more for a full day of 
indie, punk, rock and folk and much more. 

Original plans for the festival was to be a 
10,000-capacity festival on the the Town 
Hall lawn, but changed tact when they were 
unable to secure the line up they wanted 
within the time scale. What this meant was 
that it would instead be local artists who 
would be put centre stage.

Returning to the festival were local favourite 
Atlas Bay who were worthy receipents of a 
Banjo by Billy Bragg in 2017 and The Voice UK 
winner, Mo Jamil.

As well as a strong Warrington contingent,  
the Festival brought the cream of the north-west 
music scene to the town, giving the likes of  
Kashmere and The Mysterines their first shows 
in Warrington, but certainly not their last.

[WAM] was there both days and had alot of fun, 
being able to see some great local bands and also 
catch up with friends. To me, that’s what I love 
about local events. Often life is so busy that it is 
only opportunities like this that can bring local  
businesses and people together. There’s a certain 
pleasure to be taken walking around the cultural 
quarter and hearing music come out of every bar.

Rivfest is however only one of the initiatives by 
the RRF which includes Riv’s Runners who raised 
over £4000 for the foundation over the English 
Half Marathon Weekend and newly launched, 
Vintage Viola. Situated within the Changing 
Lives unit in the Cockhedge centre, it opened 
in November to help fund legacy projects and 
includes community and rehearsal spaces

Where does this put the future of Rivfest in 2019? 
Being a big fan of live music we are of course 
keen to see the Festival continue and thrive. 
However we loved the time we spent back at 
Priestley, for it meant that the College where the 
boys that sing studied, could continue to play 
their part in the Viola Beach legacy, with many  
of the students volunteering to make it a success.
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SCRATCH

Millennial Mashup Trio Scratch have been one of the standout new artists to 
emerge in 2018. They’re certainly not your stereotypical acoustic performer... 

“We aim to be a living-breathing mix tape” says 
singer Em, who formed Scratch originally as a 
duo with Joe (Guitar) in Dec. 2017 after Em’s & 
Joe’s old groups split up. They’d go on to have 
their first gig as Scratch just three weeks later.

 Setting them apart is Joe’s loop-pedal usage to 
layer up reinterpretations of 90’s dance tracks 
amongst their repertoire, after a Mr Smiths 
Medley became popular with audiences.

 With Jonjo (Saxophone) joining in March 
2018, it gave Scratch the opportunity to be 
more adventurous with their dynamics. With 
some “remixes” taking hours, and others  
taking weeks to come together, it often starts 
with a longlist of track suggestions, and  
working out what flows well with that track 
and experimenting, often ending up with 
something completely different by the end of it. 

 Referred to as ‘Scratchlings’, the trio have in 
the past reached out to fans for ideas on what 
they’d like to hear in the sets  
(Genie in the Bottle, yes. Zombie, no).

 Joe says: “It is always good to see new  
audiences react to us when they see us get up 
on stage with “Grandpa instruments”,  
expecting traditional laid back music”.

 Indeed the groups performance at [WAM]’s    
Acoustic Event in May in the Bus Interchange 

helped them reach new people, many stopping 
on their way to work or on way into the town 
centre to watch them, hundreds viewed videos 
from their set in the days afterwards.

 As well as regular monthly nights across  
Warrington, the trio were invited to perform in 
Sheffield as part of The Big Issue North’s tour 
and have already performed at their first  
wedding in October, creating a completely 
unique version of the song chosen for the first 
dance. “It’s people our age that are now the ones 
getting married and they want music from the 
nineties be that Dance or Justin Timberlake that 
people have forgotten about. So we’re punching 
them square with nostalgia”.

 Busy in the recording studio with the aim of 
having CDs to sell at future events & almost all 
Saturdays and many Fridays already booked 
up at the time of printing, it has allowed all 
the members to quit their day jobs and pursue 
something they love full time.  Em says: “At the 
moment we’re all happy in in ourselves and can 
enjoy what we do. People often ask whether we 
want to be famous: “I’m like no I just want to do 
this every day, for the rest of my life”.
- Lee Harman

Read the full feature at WarringtonMusic.co.uk 
and find all their shows at scratchtrio.com
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The Festival returns to  
 Victoria park, 26-27th May

With tickets selling out in a  
matter of hours for the 25,000  
capacity music festival, anticipation 
was high and those in attendance at 
the two day event were treated to 
fantastic weather and great music, 
just a short walk from the town  
centre. 

Headliners Courteeners and Noel’s 
High Flying Birds joined a range of 
upcoming bands amongst three  
stages, The 3rd stage was named  
appropriately after Warrington band 
Viola Beach who no doubt would 
have been joining the likes of The 
Blinders, Touts and Sam Fender.

Many of the bands who performed 
over the May bank holiday weekend 
would have been familiar to music 
fans in the north-west with the likes 
of Miles Kane, Reverend and the  
Makers and Starsailor having all 
played at the Parr Hall in recent 
years.

The festival was quick to announce 
a return to the site May 2019, with  
limited tickets going on presale  
shortly after the weekend came to a 
close.

WArringtonMusic.co.uk was there 
for both days and thanks to our  
photographers you can relive the 
Festival thanks to the huge number 
of photos on our Facebook galleries.
 
November saw the first wave of  

artists announced with George Ezra  
and Richard Ashcroft headlining the 
bank holiday weekend and will be 
joined by the likes of Primal Scream, 
The Vaccines, You Me At Six,  
The Amazons and many more.

Main Photo: Jon Lingwood
The Blinders: Sam Crowston

                             The Blinders

                                                                                                                                                       Hey Charlie

Courteeners               Sam Fender                  King No-One

Cabbage                                        Gerry Cinammon                  Tom Grennan

NEIGHBOURHOOD 
WEEKENDER
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It would be most peculiar to say that 
a turning point in a bands career would 
be their debut single but for The K’s, it 
opened up doors...

The band from Earlestown has since  
performed at likes of the Etihad Stadium,  
made their first appearance at Kendal Calling, 
and headlined a number of ever more  
illustrious venues in Manchester, with their 
show at Academy 2 their biggest yet.

 After several years of playing pubs and clubs,  
a short hiatus saw the band made up of  
childhood friends Jamie Boyle and Dexter 
Baker return in 2017 after a period to reflect, 
refocus and reenergise. Joining the band was 
Ryan Breslin who had experience as a session  
musician touring across the world with Slydigs 
and Jordan Holden who cemented the line up 
in 2018. 

 The first track to be released by the band in 
July of the same year was the huge  
fan-favourite ‘Sarajevo’. Whilst lyrics in most  
of their tracks seek reflection on their own  
experiences, the track inspired by the fate of 
Arch Duke Franz Ferdinand which has since 
gone on to be streamed over 850,000 times on 
Spotify, came randomly from Jamie when  
reading a history book on the subject of WW1. 
 
“Lyrically, it is the song I’m most proud of.”  

 It was the start of a journey which saw the 
band sign a management deal, who have  
helped the band continue their ascent to the  
top, with each Manchester show that sells out  
being bigger than the last. The band have since  
released two further tracks, both which have  
been featured on Radio X and BBC Introducing.

 Indeed it is not just the frontman’s passion 
for music that he picked up from his father 
but all things Magpies as he shares a  
matching middle name of ‘Newcastle’ with  
his brother. It was after watching a video of  
The Jam performing In The City, Live at the  
Circus he knew it was what he wanted to do  
and started learning to play the guitar at  
11/12, taught by his dad, Doug. 

 It has been important to the band to stay 
grounded after what is a relatively short time 
together, but on stage the songs are raw and 
delivered with a great punk melodies  
throughout. Indeed it is this connection with  
fans that has made The K’s ones to watch,  
which is best seen in live footage from their  
Gorilla show which is used in their 1st music  
video and 2nd single ‘Got A Feeling’.

 “The Support from our fans never fails to 
amaze us and definitely makes everything we  
do worthwhile” Jamie says. Proving that things  
can indeed grow in the dark, The K’s are  
proud to represent their hometown, cast in  
the shadow of its much larger neighbours.  
That’s Entertainment.  
- Lee Harman                              
The K’s headline Manchester Academy 2 on 
Friday 25th January.  facebook.com/theksofficial
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[WAM] Introducing

Fez
Indie Pop
Joe Rhodes (Vocals/Guitar), Nay 
Rhodes (Bass), Joe Banks (Guitar) 
and Tom O’Reilley (Drums) are  
currently writing and recording 
songs that will, one day, feature on 
their first album.

The band are currently really…
really trying to actively avoid the 
great innovations that are keeping 
modern musicians busy.

We asked ourselves..How many of 
the most influential albums ever 
released would we have heard 
if they’d been released into the 
world: One song at a time? By 
unsigned artists with no money to 
spend on PR, radio plugging, tour 
supports, videos and fancy shoes 
from boutiques on King Street?

FEZ think some things grow better 
with a little time in the dark… 
-‘We’re just like Athletes Foot’

Facebook:            Twitter:
/fezbandofficial           @fezband

For Fans Of:
Peace,  The Wombats, The Cure

WHERE TO see the band:
Supporting The Tea Street Band on Friday 15th March

The Lotts
Garage rock 
  

Henry Buchanan (guitar/vocals), 
Adam Bridge (guitar), Jamie  
Evans (bass), Joel Norton (skins) 

The noisey and loud 4 piece have 
released their debut EP in late 
December. Recorded onto tape in 
the legendary Rockfield Studios, 
they have plans to release more 
music in the future with plenty of 
new songs to get out there.

The band have been together for 
just over a year after meeting at 
Priestley College and wanting to 
bring a new flavour of music to 
the current scene from their 
screaming guitars to their 
homemade mics made from old 
telephones. With gigs lined up in 
2019 in Warrington, Manchester 
and more this is one group you’ll 
want to keep your eye on!

Facebook:            Twitter:
/thelottsband           @lotts_the

For Fans of:

The Stooges, The Hives, ty segall

WHERE TO see the band:
supporting Serratone on Thursday 21st March

[WAM] MAGazine| 30 Warringtonmusic.co.uk
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SERRATONE

Hard Rock/ Grunge band Serratone have been noisily making a name 
for themselves in the north. We sat down Joe Hill who is not only frontman, 
but solo artist and DJ under moniker ‘JoJo’.
How long have you all known each  
other? How did you meet? 
We’ve known each other since primary but only 
started the band in year 5 and 6 originally called 
carnage. We was that band for 6 years, after that 
we got Ben involved and became Serratone. 

How would you best describe your  
sound and influences? 
Musical influences vary over many genres. 
Oly (Drummer) is more indie, taking massive 
influence from Matt Helders (Arctic Monkeys) 
and Reni (The Stone Roses). Grunge and punk 
has added a twist in our music and Idles was a 
massive inspiration on the track dreams. 

What is your songwriting process and 
how do tracks come together in the band? 
Usually I will come to practice with an idea that 
could be a full song or just a riff and a few lines 
and we just jam it out.

What are you working on right now? 
We are currently working on a demo/EP that we 
are recording ourselves with local sound engineer 
Nathan Higham. So hopefully will have some 
belters out in the new year at some point.

Would you rather battle a horse sized 
duck or 100 duck sized horses? 
Bloody tricky that [haha]. Probably a horse sized 
duck. Think you’d get over powered by loads of 
small horses having a go at you.  
Too much horse power. 
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What’s It like coming from a small  
place like Newton-Le-Willows?  
For a small town it really has a lot of music and 
bands such as The K’s and Slydigs who are both 
smashing it at the moment. Oh and of course the 
legend Rick Astley! I can say for everyone that 
we’re very privileged to have come from a town 
surrounded by amazing musicians and talent. 

What has been your biggest challenge as 
a band? 
I’d say the biggest challenge has been living so 
far alway from each other these past few years. 
Bens up in Leeds I’m in Manchester and Oly is 
in Newton. It’s not stopped us at all though. It’s 
allowed us to branch out into Leeds and we have 
had some amazing gigs there. 

What can people expect from your  
headline show at [WAM] Festival? 
People can expect a lot of new music a lot of 
energy great vibes and an all round good time! 

Who else from Warrington are you 
enjoying at the moment?
Spilt have been smashing it and they have some 
absolute bangers! Their constantly writing new 
material that just keeps getting better! Also Kula 
Bay have been bringing out some belters! Both 
bands are good friends of ours so it’s really good 
to see their doing so well.

Serratone headline [WAM] Festival on  
Thursday 21st March.
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“Don’t be sad it’s over, be happy that it happened”

After a whirlwind few years, The Stone Roses walked offstage 
in Glasgow at the end of a UK tour in 2017 and we wondered 

if we would ever hear more from the band or Ian Brown.

After rumours of the Lymm musician heading into the  
studio, weeks of teasing and mysterious posters  getting 

  put up  in Liverpool’s Baltic Triangle, Ian announced his 
first solo material for nine years, with single ‘First World 

Problems’ preceding the album, Ripples. It follows his last 
solo album ‘My Way’ which landed in 2009.

The iconic Stone Roses frontman produced Ripples as well 
as writing the majority of the tracks on the album. Three of 

those songs have been co-written with his sons, who also 
play various instruments across the upcoming release.

Safe to say the internet was on fire with fans giving
their opinion on the new song who see it as a return 

to form for the Monkey King, having paused his 
catalogue with The Stone Roses re-union in 2011.  

And we all know where that started!

Ian Brown has retained complete creative control  
of the project – producing the album, directing  

the music video – as well as creating the artwork  
himself and playing guitar, drums and a host of  

other instruments throughout the record. 

Indeed the music video which saw Ian cycling  
around, a nod to his iconic ‘F.E.A.R’ Video, ends in  

a shell pink Strat thrown into the canal, not  
to dissimilar to John Squires own guitar.

The album was recorded in Liverpool and enhanced  
in the Beatles room at Abbey Road Studios.

The release date of Ian’s eagerly anticipated album  
‘Ripples’ has been brought forward to February 1st 2019.  

Pre-order the album (including limited  
signed  bundles) at the following link  

https://IanBrown.lnk.to/Ripples
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David Morgan

I’ve been working with Guardian Series  
Newspapers more than 12 years now but I’ve 
never had more pleasure than leading the 
entertainment section – ‘Weekend’.

I’ve seen bands like Viola Beach, Slydigs, 
The Winachi Tribe and so many more make their 
breakthroughs and followed their stories and 
watched them grow through various features.  
It’s been a journey.

 And what I’ve noticed is that, despite the digital 
age, those bands and artists really value being on 
those pages. It is recognition from the main  
publication in their town, read by thousands.

 There is nothing like flicking through crinkled pages 
hunting down your picture or feature.

 It is a badge of pride, that sign of recognition – 
and while those Facebook shares and RT’s help get 
musicians’ word out much quicker – for the short 
to medium term at least there is nothing like the 
prestige of appearing in your paper.

 That’s probably why a predominantly digital 
platform like [WAM] is now in your hands in nifty 
magazine form as you read this.

 We share the triumphs but we also share the  
tragedies and that was brought sharply into focus 
after the devasting loss of Viola Beach and their 
manager Craig Tarry in 2016.

 Our extensive coverage showed the power of the 
physical paper – we were proud to run 12-page  
supplements in the wake of the tragedy and  
reflecting on events a year later.

 If you are a new or under the radar Warrington 
musician with a tale to tell and a mark to make 
please reach out to the Guardian and [WAM]. We 
are pretty friendly folk and you do not have to be a 
superstar. 

 A guitar and a vision is sometimes all it takes and 
you could be the next one rustling through those 
pages.

- David Mogan, Weekend Editor

https://www.just-eat.co.uk/restaurants-hernandos-sliceaway-warrington
https://en-gb.facebook.com/Hernandoshideawaywarrington/
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MUSIC REVIEWS

The k’s
glass towns [Single]

The WINACHI TRIBE
TRANSITION [SINGLE]

The latest in a clutch of the new  
‘Indie-Punk’ band’s singles with blistering guitars 
from the get go, and almost worthy of ‘The Buzzcocks’ 
sound in this three minute long anthem,it’s  
appeared at the right time. Initially about the trials and  
tribulations of “Modern Teenage Life”, living in a small 
town, getting up out of bed, and daydreaming about 
life. Watch this space ‘The K’s are a band who can  
deliver what their fanbase want whilst creating a 
whole ‘New Post Punk’ vibe. If you don’t believe me-
just hear them for yourself. - Suzanne Muse Caley

KULA BAY
MAKE UP YOUR MIND [Single]

The Bid
Don’t Wait [Single]

THE ZANGWILLS
IT’S REALLY UP TO YOU [EP]

Voodoo blood
Fresh hell [EP]

Transition is a blissed-out jam giving 
some serious latter-day Ian Brown vibes, especially 
in the vocals.
 The main groove is underpinned by an insanely 
addictive descending synth bass hook. The whole 
track is well-constructed, with funk guitars and disco 
strings sliding in and out from verse to chorus. 
 If all of this sounds like it would have been at home 
in the Hacienda, you’re not wrong. The real strength 
of this tune, though, is in the lyrics. Worth a mention 
is the excellent Daisy O’Dell mix. - Chris Gibson

 Making music fun again and the track 
wins our hearts with its catchy lyrics and hook.
 If you are looking for a brighter side of rock music 
then the groove quenching sounds of Kula Bay is 
definitely where you will find satisfaction.
 Their harmonies expand upon the song’s simple, 
yet enchanting structure. David Hindle provides an  
enthusiastic vocal performance that gives the song 
an extra boost of warmth. 

Make Up Your Mind is an easy thing to do when Kula 
Bay is behind the music. - John Smith

Get your dancing shoes on, because 
The Bid have delivered on their debut single.  
‘Don’t Wait was recorded at Sugar House Studios 
meaning the production is excellent but it would 
mean nothing without the fantastic delivery of Joe 
Hatton channeling a combination of The Smiths 
and Bob Dylan, all with the frontman’s charm and 
charisma. 
An uplifting track to get you through the cold winter 
months, it’s a riproaring introduction to an  
Americana- Folk led sound if it was dropped onto a 
council estate.  - Lee Harman

Whilst there are some lyrical Alex 
Turner-isms on display here – the Monkeys  
comparison doesn’t entirely do them justice. 
It’s Really up to You is a solid EP with some  
brilliant moments.

The undeniable stand-out track on this EP is The  
Horrors of Sobriety. It sheds the obvious comparisons 
 in favour of squalls of feedback, atmospheric sound 
effects, and a moving rawness. Vickers channels 
genuine desperation as he howls. - Chris Gibson

I first saw Kim Jennett perform in 2014 
“God damn, that’s a voice I won’t  forget.”  
The cinematic horror-film intro score to Brain sets 
up the EP well, with the powerful moment where  
everybody comes together being enough to send a 
shiver down my spine.

I Go To Bed (When The Sun Comes Up) has a blues 
punchiness, with the first line being “I’m a big bad 
woman. I don’t need no man.”Props to the band for 
writing a juicy song about an independent woman. 
They’re like the Beyonce of filthy blues rock

It’s sexy-filthy to its core, from the dirty guitar tones, 
to the snappy drums. - Danni Steele

Olly thornton ft The Shirts
bright [Single]

After Olly’s last release ‘The Empire EP’, he has 
started to perform across the north-west  
accompanied by ‘The Shirts’. Bright is the first track 
to benefit from their contributions, leading to a more 
full bodied sound. 

 Bright is an Indie sing-a-long crowd pleaser that 
you can listen to in any mood or dance to with  
anyone at anytime. With magical lyrics that float to the 
front thanks to Olly’s delivery, it’s a story that hooks 
you in with a warm feeling and keeps you there with  
beautiful guitar riffs. - Lee Harman

We hope you enjoy the review  
excerpts on this page. Head over to  

WArringtonMusic.co.uk/reviews  
to read all of our reviews in full  

and hear the tracks.

Have a track you want us to hear? Send it to 
WArringtonMusic@gmail.com

https://open.spotify.com/album/4O80NEU5KdcCg9PGlkakm2
https://open.spotify.com/album/68HupGdvNxyCv3JGzN90J7
https://open.spotify.com/album/7jQGDG1z8BkvzMiKBdUhCm
https://open.spotify.com/album/3SCgfMzPeo5UBu8x2JJeFS
https://open.spotify.com/album/2pgZkLSWrgWq5Bm7M02ARX
https://open.spotify.com/album/775gkbcGqTgp7IqgcOxp0F
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LIVE REVIEW

THE ZANGWILLS
W/ Strangers & Hollow Vandals
FRIARS COURT 8/12/18
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN MONTHS, THE 
VENUE WAS HOSTING LIVE MUSIC WITH 
THREE BANDS WHO HOLD THE FUTURE

With all the bands making their debut at the  
popular Indie Bar, it was up to Alt/Grunge band 
Hollow Vandals to warm up the crowd and 
they did so thanks to the large contingent they 
brought with them. Raw but with great promise.

Strangers blew [WAM] away with their single  
‘Hibernate’ which the three pieces opened with 
tonight, thundering the bass from stage to bar. 
The band from Widnes were due in the studio 
the next day so watch out for a new track drop.

It may have beens weeks before the big day 
but The Zangwills that delivered the goods  
during a blistering 45 minutes. Playing tracks 
from their four track EP ‘It’s Really Up To You’, 
frontman made full use of the unique stage by 
climbing up into the and to the back of the stafe 
to hit crash symbols. All three bands present a 
future of music. We’re in good hands.
 • Lee Harman
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https://www.facebook.com/ThisIsHanover/
https://www.facebook.com/warringtonbuses/
https://www.vinylsoul.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/acornartsimagineering
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THE K’S

https://www.facebook.com/warringtonretailmarket/
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https://www.facebook.com/warringtonretailmarket/


THE K’S

https://www.seetickets.com/tour/-wam-festival

